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ABSTRACT

An economic model is developed which uses a mathematical reservoir 

simulator and cost data to predict the gross profit, over ten years, of 

a coalbed gas well. The elasticity (% change/% change) of the gross 

profit to each variable, depth, thickness, initial gas content, perme

ability, relative permeability, production, distance to pipeline and 

operational/maintenance costs is calculated for three test cases in 

order to determine the influence each variable has upon the gross profit. 

In all cases chosen relative permeability was most influencial and the 

operational/maintenance costs had the least influence upon gross profit.
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INTRODUCTION

Coalbed gas* constitutes a significant energy resource. Estimates 

of the resource magnitude in the United States range from 300 to more 

than 850 trillion cubic feet, obviously significant when compared to 

the estimated natural gas reserves from conventional sources of 713 

trillion cubic feet."*" Yet few coalbed methane deposits have been 

developed. Low gas prices coupled with abundant supply have been the 

major reasons for the relatively minor interest exhibited by conventional 

oil and gas producers. Today ownership issues, unclear resource defini

tion, unproven technology and relatively small production rates have 

also precluded many operators from attempting coalbed methane drainage 

programs.

In 1977 the United States Department of Energy (DOE) recognized a 

need for resource, technical and economic evaluation of coalbed gas and 

initiated the Methane Recovery from Coalbeds Project (MRCP). The 

primary objective of the project is to define a set of criteria for 

which the recovery and utilization of coalbed methane is economically 

competitive with other gas sources. The key function of the MRCP is to 

provide information regarding the quantity, quality, distribution and

*The terms coalbed gas and coalbed methane are used interchangeably as 
methane is the primary constituent of natural gas.

+Proven plus unproven producable reserves; from Reserves of Crude Oil 
and Natural Gas in the United States and Canada as of September 31,
1979 (1980 by API and Canadian Petroleum Council) and USGS circular 725 
(1975) Geological Estimate of Undiscovered, Recoverable Oil and Gas 
Resources in the United States.
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production characteristics of coalbed methane, along with identifying 

economic factors influencing its production and utilization. This paper 

presents an approach to evaluating the economic influences of coalbed 

methane deposits.

Early coalbed methane research was the outcome of its inherent 

safety hazard during coal mining operations. While typical coalbed gas 

is not toxic, concentrations of methane (its main constituent) in air 

between 5 and 15%, are explosive. For years mining companies have had 

no alternative but to use increased ventilation to keep methane concen

trations below an acceptable level (one percent). In the early 1960fs 

projects initiated primarily by the United States Bureau of Mines 

(U.S.B.M.) began evaluating the potential for gas pre-drainage (in 

advance of mining) either through vertical or horizontal bore holes.

Such pre-drainage programs greatly enhanced underground mine safety 

and also captured a potential, and previously wasted, energy resource.

In Colorado and Utah alone more than 11.4 million cubic feet of gas 

per day is vented to the atmosphere; more than 93 billion cubic feet 

annually nationwide (McCulloch, et al., 1976a).

Experience acquired as a result of such pre-drainage programs is 

now being evaluated and used to develop drainage programs for unminable 

coal resources.

Deregulation of natural gas prices is allowing previously marginal 

or uneconomical gas deposits such as coal gas to become profitable. 

"High-cost gas," that produced from below 15,000 feet, from wells drilled
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after February 19, 1977 and that produced from geopressurized brine, 

coal seams or Devonian shale, has, as of November 1979, been totally 

deregulated. This price deregulation is allowing these resources to 

become economically competitive with other, more conventional gas 
deposits.

High costs and requirements for advanced technology have precluded 

the drilling of geopressured and deep formations by all but a few large 

operators. On the other hand, gas wells in Devonian shales and coalbeds, 

are relatively cheap and can be operated using conventional oil field 

technology.

As gas production from coal seams becomes more economically attrac

tive it is desirable to know what its key economic influences are. This 

paper presents a model which utilizes a reservoir simulator and actual 

cost data to predict a well’s gross profit and determine the magnitude 

of influence and relative importance each input has in determining that 

value.
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GEOLOGY

Formation of Coalbed Gas

Gaseous hydrocarbons are produced as a natural by-product during 

coal diagenesis. The majority of these gases evolve from the coal and 

migrate to adjacent strata, however, a significant portion is retained 

either adsorbed onto the micropore surfaces of the coal or as free gas 

in fractures and pores.
An estimation of the adsorption capacity of a coal is made by

measuring the volume of gas a sample can adsorb given a constant temp

erature and varying the pressure. The resulting volume vs pressure 

plot, an adsorption isotherm, can then be used to estimate the potential 

gas content of the seam knowing the bottom hole pressure; Figure 1 shows 

several adsorption isotherms calculated from core samples.
U.S.B.H. researcher Ann G. Kim has developed a method for estimat

ing the methane content of coal (using isotherm data) from coal rank 

and depth (Kim, 1977). Figure 2 can be used to estimate the gas con-
3tent of a seam (in cm /g) given the coal rank and depth. As illustrated 

in Figure 1, the gas content increases with increasing coal rank, pre

sumably due to the increased metamorphism.
The concentration of adsorbed gas can also be estimated by measur

ing the gas which evolves from fresh core or cutting samples (the 

direct method) rather than using the adsorption isotherms and known 

reservoir conditions as depth, coal rank, and thermal history.

The direct method was originally proposed for use with freshly cut
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FIGURE 1

EQUILIBRIUM ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS. COAL TYPE AND MOISTURE 
LEVELS SELECTED TO CORRESPOND TO THE CORES EXTRACTED 
FROM THE VERTICAL BOREHOLES.
(SOURCE: KISSELL ET AL, USBM Rl 7767 )
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FIGURE 2

ESTIMATED METHANE CONTENT 
WITH DEPTH AND RANK

(SOURCE: KIM, USBM R, 8 2 4 5 )25
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core samples, however, it has recently been adapted for use with drill 

cuttings taken off a 12 mesh screen.

The Direct Method

The sample obtained is sealed into an air tight canister immedi

ately following collection and the gas is released from the canister 

at regular intervals and measured. The apparatus used by the U.S.B.M. 

is shown in Figure 3. A new improved apparatus has recently been de

signed by TRW Energy Systems personnel and is shown in Figure 4. The 

new setup facilitates accurate measurement as well as eliminates 

certain analytical errors inherent in measurements taken by the former 

apparatus.

The sealed canister is bled regularly until the desorption rate 

is negligible or no further gas evolves: this may take several weeks

to several months. The total gas content is then calculated in three 

parts: lost gas (calculated), total desorbed gas (measured) and residual

gas (measured).

As soon as the confining pressure surrounding the coal is less than 

the equilibrium reservoir pressure the desorption process will begin. 

Because of the time required to retrieve the sample, a portion of the 

desorbing gas will be lost prior to sealing the sample in the canister; 

this amount is referred to as the "lost gas." From the laboratory de

rived adsorption isotherms (Figure 1), U.S.B.M. researchers have 

determined a method by which the first two hours of desorption data 

can be used to estimate the amount of lost gas. By taking readings
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every 15 minutes for the first two hours and plotting the cummulative 

volume vs square root of time, one can regress the data and extrapolate 

to time zero (T ) - the time at which desorption began and thus estimate 

the volume of lost gas.

After the first eight measurements the sample is "bled" every 5 

or 6 hours until the volumes released appear small enough to warrant 

longer waiting periods. The time between the measurements is deter

mined such that the volumes released remain relatively constant; which 

prevents anomalous pressure buildups. The desorption measurements are 

continued until no gas is measured or the desorption rate is negligible. 

At this point the time between measurements typically is one week or 

greater. The sum of all the desorption measurements is defined as the 

"total gas desorbed."

A portion of the gas within the coal will remain even after the 

desorption rate reaches zero. This portion is referred to as the 

"residual gas" and will probably never be produced under conventional 

technology. Residual gas, however, constitutes a portion of the total 

gas content of the coal and is measured. The residual gas volume is 

determined by crushing a small volume of the original sample in a 

closed container and measuring the volume given off.

Coals adjacent to areas of thermal activity which are younger than 

the coal, could be significantly more productive than the same coals 

isolated from such areas.

For example, in Western Washington coals have been cored which
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contain anomalously high gas contents. It is believed that the rela

tively high gas content of these subbituminous coals is the result of 

recent thermal activity associated with the Cascade Uplift (Choate, 1980). 

One explanation might be that as the formation temperature increased, the 

process which occurs during normal diagenesis, and causes the methane to 

be produced, is accelerated.

As mentioned later in this report, the diffusion of methane 

through coal is strongly dependent upon temperature. The elevated 

temperatures caused by nearby intrusives or regional activity could 

have greatly accelerated the diffusion process. This could prove to 

be favorable and unfavorable to coalbed production. If this is the 

case, the gas would be released during the time of heating and it 

might not be held within the pore space or fractures of the coal; it 

could very well migrate into adjacent strata.

Another seemingly anomalous situation is one which has been ob

served repeatedly in coals of the Powder River Basin in Wyoming and 

Montana. Local ranchers and farmers have, for many years,' used methane 

from coal to heat their houses and water. For some time this sparsely 

populated area in northern Wyoming and southern Montana was without 

electricity and those who lived there relied upon natural gas from 

coal as a source of heat. The gas they used, and still use, comes 

from their water wells: most shallow aquifers in the area are in the

coal zones and the majority of these wells flow without any artificial 

lift. (The natural flqw of water from these wells is thought to be a
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a result of the gas pressure.) Many of these wells have produced signif

icant gas flows with water for many years. While the exact flows and 

concentrations are unknown at the time of this writing, several, cur

rently "dry," wells have been observed by the author. The gas, when 

"sniffed" with a Draeger tube gas analyzer, showed a methane content 

of greater than 15% and the flow rates from most of these wells were 

such that an improptu seal made by holding a book on the casing could 

not stop the gas flow. Many of these wells are over 26 years old and 

have flowed water until recent years. Other wells, such as the school 

well at Recluse, Wyoming, also have large gas flows. U.S.G.S. coal 

geologists, Robert Hobbs and Richard Babcock, have estimated flows 

from this well to exceed one million cubic feet per day. However, cores 

recently taken from these Fort Union Formation coals produced very little 

gas. One possible explanation is that perhaps most of the gas within 

the coal exists as free gas within the fracture system. The gas then 

escapes before the coal can be sealed in the canister. Another explana

tion might be related to the recent drying of several of these aquifers. 

As the water table lowers, the formation fluid pressure,which is that 

pressure due to hydrostatic head, decreases thus forcing the molecules 

to diffuse. This diffusion, which occurs to equilibrate internal micro

pore pressure with reservoir pressure, has allowed the gas to escape 

prematurely for our interests.

Coalbed Gas Characteristics

Natural gas, termed as such to differentiate it from manufactured
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gas, can be broadly categorized as either associated, that which occurs 

with petroleum, or nonassociated, as coalbed gas. Both associated and 

nonassociated gases consist of light hydrocarbons and minor amounts of 

gaseous impurities loosely referred to as inerts, including carbon 

dioxide, helium, nitrogen, and hydrogen sulfide. The composition and 

heats of combustion of coals from several coal gas reservoirs is shown 
in Table 1.

As noted in Table 1, methane, the most stable of all the petroleum 

hydrocarbons, makes up the major portion of the natural gas. All the 

paraffinitic (alkane) hydrocarbons (lighter than pentane) which consti

tute natural gas are gaseous at standard temperature and pressure (STP) 

conditions (60°F and 14.65 psia). The specific gravity of most petrol

eum gases ranges from that of methane (0.554 relative to air) to densi

ties just less than one (air).

The heating values of coal gas are similar to that of commercial 

natural gas which is in the neighborhood of 1000 British Thermal Units 

(Btu's) per standard cubic foot. The heats of combustion of the various 

natural gas hydrocarbons which make up natural gas are shown in Table 2.

The heating value of a gaseous mixture (coalbed gas for example) 

can be calculated after the composition is known by weighting the heat 

values of each component according to its volumetric percent and adding.

Gas Migration in Coal

Gas desorption from coal is considered to be a two step process 

(Cervik, 1969 and Kissell, 1972). Gas first diffuses from the micropores
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Table 2. Heats of combustion and specific gravity of natural 
gas hydrocarbons (BTU/cu ft1 ).

Specific Gravity 
High Heat Value Low Heat Value (Air = 1)

Methane 994.7 896.0 0.554
Ethane 1742.6 1594.5 1.049
Propane 2480.1 2282.6 1.562
Butane 3215.6 2968.7 2.067*
Pentane 3950.2 3654.0 2.471

*n-Butane.
Pleasured as a gas at 68°F and 14.70 psia.
Source: Marks' Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers, 8th

Edition, T. Baumeister, Editor in Chief, McGraw-Hill, 1978.
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through the coal matrix and into cracks or fractures where it flows 

laminarly toward areas of lower pressure (i.e., bore holes or the 

working face of a mine).

During the diffusion stage of the desorption process the gas

behavior can be expressed in terms of the mass transfer equation known

as Fick's Law:

T -  '  ,A r

where W = mass of vapor transported,

A = surface area through which it travels,

D = coefficient of diffusion having units of area/time,

C = density of the vapor and 
r = distance between particles.

Converting Fick's Law, in terms of a flow rate, we arrive at the 

equation:

q' = - DA .

where q* = volume flow rate and 

c = concentration of gas.

The rate which gas diffuses through coal is dependent upon the

pressure, diffusion coefficient, particle size, concentration and cross-

sectional area. The total amount of gas that can be adsorbed on the 

coal is dependent upon temperature, pressure and time.

Analogously the total amount of gas which can desorb from coal, 

and its desorption are dependent upon temperature, pressure,
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concentration, particle size, diffusivity coefficient, time and area.

The desorption phenomenon is most strongly dependent upon pressure, 

time, and temperature. The diffusion coefficient is strongly dependent 

upon temperature. Table 3 presents diffusion coefficients for two 
anthracite coals at varied temperatures.

Once the gas diffuses, it becomes mixed with water in the cracks 

and fractures. The flow of either phase can be represented mathemat

ically by Darcy's Law (INTERCOMP, 1979); resulting in the two following 
equations:

V- tP”kkrW < V P W - PwgAh)] - (4) p w Sw)
P w

r7 . [ p kk ( V P  ” P gAh) ] - q = — (6 p S )V  rg rg v *g *g6 Mgv 0 1 T *g g
^g

where (|) = porosity,

p = density of gas, g
p^ = density of water,

S = water saturation, w
S = gas saturation, g
g = force of gravity,

q = flow rate of water for given volume,wv
q ^  = flow rate of gas for given volume,

h = height of gas-water contact,

V pw = pressure gradient of water,
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Table 3. Diffusion coeeficients through two anthracites 
at varied temperatures.

195 0.083 0.59

240 1.000 1.67

273 2.250 4.86

303 3.940

Source: Joy, A. S., Sorption of Methane by Anthricite.
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V p  = pressure gradient of gas,

k = absolute permeability,

kr w  = relative permeability of water,

k = relative permeability of gas,§
= divergence

H  = viscosity of gas and8

= viscosity of water.

Darcy’s Flow Equations are used to represent laminar flow through a

porous medium and it must be assumed that the fracture spacing in the

coal is much smaller than the surface area through which it drains (the 

well bore times the thickness). This assumption is probably valid for 

most coals. The natural fracturing spacing within most coal seams is 

typically inches where the thickness of most producable coal seams will 

be greater than several feet.

Coal Reserves

More than 380,000 square miles of coal bearing strata (excluding

lignites) exist in the conterminous United States (Averitt, 1975).

Figure 5 shows the bituminous and subbituminous coal fields of the 

conterminous United States. Geologic information regarding these 

deposits is generally collected because of anticipated economic 

potential and thus fewer data exist for deeper, currently unminable 

coals (coals at depths greater than 1000 feet).
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Most coals produced in the eastern United States are Pennsylvanian 

in age whereas commercial western coals were deposited primarily during 

Cretaceous time. Eastern coals are generally higher in rank than their 

predominantly subbituminous, western counterpart (see Figure 5).

Coal Classification, Composition and Properties

Coal is formed as chemically and bacterially altered plant material, 

known as peat, undergoes high temperature and pressure actions. Coal can 

be classified by variety, size or use but most often it is classified by 

the degree of metamorphism (heat and pressure actions) it undergoes.

This property of coal is known as rank. Table 4 shows the classification 

system based on rank which has been adopted by the American Society for 

Testing and Materials (A.S.T.M.). This system reflects the heating 

value on the moist, mineral-matter free (mmf) basis and the fixed carbon 

content on the dry mmf basis. This system is also based on the agglom

erating character of the coal. Coals are considered agglomerating if 

the material left after heating will support a 500 gram weight or if it 

swells or has a porous cell structure.

Coal analyses are commonly reported in two ways; by proximate and 

ultimate analyses. The proximate analysis reports the heating value 

along with moisture, volatile matter, fixed carbon and ash, all on a 

weight percent basis. Table 5 gives the proximate analysis and heating 

values of typical coals of varying ranks. The results are generally 

given on an ash-free basis because ash in coal varies without regard 

to rank. Ultimate analyses report ash, sulfur, hydrogen, nitrogen,
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Table 5. Representative proximate analyses and heating values 
of various ranks of U.S. coals.

Ash-Free Basis

Rank
Moisture,

%

Fixed
carbon,

%
Volatile
matter,

%

Calorific 
value, 
Btu/1b

Meta-anthracite 16.3 80.5 3.2 11,480
Anthraci te 4.8 89.6 5.6 14,250
Semianthracite 2.8 85.7 11.5 15,010
Low-volatile bituminous 3.1 78.2 18.7 15,220
Medium-volatile bituminous 2.2 71.8 26.0 15,240
High-volatile A bituminous 2.4 59.1 38.5 14,810
High-volatile B bituminous 9.5 49.7 40.5 13,090
High-volatile C bituminous 15.9 44.9 39.2 11,960
Subbituminous A 17.5 46.4 36.1 11,050
Subbituminous B 23.2 42.1 34.7 10,040
Subbituminous C 26.9 40.5 32.6 9,180
Lignite 39.1 31.4 29.5 7,440

Source: Chemical Engineers' Handbook, R. M. Perry and C. H. Chilton,
Eds., 5th E d., 1973.
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carbon, oxygen and also the heating value of the coal. Commonly both the 

proximate and ultimate analysis are performed. Table 6 shows sample 

sources and analyses of coals of various ranks.

Coal consists of altered plant material from swamps and marshes. 

Because of the various types of plant material within this environment, 

coal is heterogeneous in nature. This heterogeneity and resulting poor 

sorting are detrimental to both porosity and permeability. Coal porosity 

is attributable to two pore systems; micro and macropores with the micro-
o

pores, ranging in size from 5 to 20A, making up the majority of the pore 

space. Porosities are typically near 5% and the matrix permeability to 

air is usually low (0.01 to 10 millidarcies, md). Permeability in coal 

seams is attributable to fractures rather than the matrix.

Coals possess a set of two natural fracture systems known as cleat 

systems. These fractures, which strike perpendicular, are known as face 

and butt cleats and are generally better developed along the face direc

tion. The butt cleats are less extensive and generally shorter in 

length.

Coal is characteristically brittle and has a Possion's ratio between

0.40 and 0.50 and a Youngfs modulus of approximately 10^.

The bulk density of coal varies according to moisture content and 

specific gravity, however, the following bulk density of each rank of 

coal is typical:
Anthracite 50-58 lb/cu ft
Bituminous 42-57 lb/cu ft
Lignite 40-54 lb/cu ft .
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TECHNOLOGY

Drilling

Rotary drilling with air is currently the most efficient drilling 

technique available for drilling shallow wells. Drilling with air is 

faster than with water or mud because of less friction. It is also less 

expensive because there are no pits or mud required. As long as the air 

pressure is sufficient to lift the cuttings out of the hole, and the 

well is not producing water, air may be used as the drilling medium. 

However, if the depth and cuttings are such that air will not suffi

ciently clean out the hole, a foam can be used. The foam is created 

by mixing a surfactant with water and injecting it as a mist. Drilling 

rates with foam are still faster than those using mud or water and 

since the foam is bio-degradable (it’s nothing more than detergent) 

and relatively small volumes of water are required, pit size is min

imized .

However, if the well begins to produce water (or the depth or 

hole conditions dictates its use) mud is used. Many times a few 

sacks of kwik-thik or some other type of gel material are sufficient 

in these shallow operations. Also drilling with water or mud will 

allow one to maintain a sufficient bottom hole pressure that will 

insure gas is not produced while drilling (or blow out). The selec

tion of drilling medium, whether it is air, water, foam, native or 

mixed mud, is a site specific task dependent upon hole conditions, 

depth, stratigraphy and other geotechnical and economical consider

ations .
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There are three basic bit types that can be used when drilling 

coalbed methane wells. As with the selection of the drilling medium, 

the choice of bit is a site and condition specific determination. The 

type of bits available are drag, tri-cone and plug. In vertical, 

rotary drilled wells the tri-cone is most frequently used, however, 

the drag bit can be both cheaper and faster. Table 7 shows penetra

tion rates for the three bit types using 3,000 - pound thrust and 

rotating 200 revolutions per minute in a strip pit.

Table 7. Bit penetration rates in coal.

Bit Type Penetration Rate ft/min

Drag 11-12

Tri-Cone 3-4

Plug 2-5

Source: Cervik, J., et al., 1975.

The major disadvantage of the drag type bit is that it will not

penetrate hard inclusions or formations. If a drag bit is used, and

a hard formation is encountered, the drill string must be pulled from 

the hole and a tri-cone bit substituted. For this reason the tri-cone 

is generally preferred for the entire hole.

Because of the shallow depths and relatively soft strata associ

ated with coal, usually one bit can be used to drill the entire hole 

thus bit costs are usually low.

When drilling through coal the bit will often have a tendency to
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"climb" or deviate from vertical however this deviation will be in

significant at the anticipated depths for coalbed gas wells.

It will be desirable in most cases to core the coal seam in 

order to evaluate the physical properties as well as the gas content 

of the seam. In order to avoid penetration of the seam prior to cor

ing good subsurface control is necessary. However, coals nonuniform 

nature coupled with insufficient coal resource information, often 

preclude such efforts. In such a case a pilot hole can be drilled 

through the coal and logs run to pick the coal top. Once the pilot 

hole is drilled the rig can be skid to a new, nearby, location and 

the drilling initiated to a point in the roof rock. A small portion 

of the roof and floor rock should be cored along with the coal and 

can also be tested for gas content.

The drilling should continue beyond the zone of interest to 

allow for a sump to catch any rock or coal particles which find 

their way into the well bore.

Testing

Drill-Stern Tests (DST)

During drilling of a rotary drill hole water or mud is often used 

to circulate out the drill cuttings. Also by exerting a pressure 

greater than or equal to reservoir pressure, the fluid will keep any 

formation fluid (or gas) from flowing into the well bore. In order 

to identify the fluids contained within a formation as well as the 

formation pressure and permeability a DST is run. A packer and valve
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assembly are lowered into the hole on the drill pipe adjacent to the 

formation which is to be tested. The packers are then seated above 

and below the formation and the valve is opened. Since the drill 

pipe is lowered into the hole with the valve closed the stem is 

empty and its pressure is less than that of the formation. The fluid 

in the annular space adjacent to the formation and any movable fluid 

within the formation itself will flow into the assembly. Throughout 

the test the pressure is recorded by an instrument within the tool.

Once the flow period(s) of the test is concluded the valve is closed 

and the assembly removed.

Fluid characteristics are then determined and the formation 

fluid pressure and permeability can be calculated.

Drill-stern tests will provide useful information in coalbed de

gasification wells. The results of those tests are needed to estimate 

fluid (water) recovery volumes as well as its salinity and possible 

contaminants. The major drawback of this test is that since flow 

periods are short (usually a few hours or less) the behavior of the 

formation during "typical" production cannot be determined.

Injection Tests

Another method of obtaining reservoir information is by performing 

an injection test. As in the DST the formation is isolated by packers 

and the pressure is continually recorded. Fluid is pumped into the 

formation at a constant^ rate and then allowed to "flow-back." By 

plotting the pressure versus the square root of time for the injection
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or the flow-back (the flow-back test is commonly called a draw-down test) 

the permeability of the formation can be calculated. The main disadvant

age of this type of test in coalbeds is that the pressures required to 

inject fluid into the relatively impermeable coals could cause serious 

formation damage.

Logging

Wireline logs are instrumental in determining coal depths and thick

nesses as well as adjacent stratigraphy and homogeniety. Coals typically 

exhibit high resistivity, low (clean) gamma ray and low density re

sponses. For those reasons the most commonly used suite of logs are 

radiation logs (gamma ray and density) coupled with resistivity and a 

caliper log for hole formation.

Completions

Before the well is produced casing is lowered into the hole and 

cemented over the interval of interest and the sump left as open hole. 

Several zones can be produced simultaneously or each can be produced 

individually. Completing in several zones during the same operation 

can present substantial savings yet may be undesirable if production 

information regarding a specific zone is desired or if conditions in 

one zone are unfavorable (ie high water content). By cementing only 

over the interval of interest (if it is legal) significant savings in 

cement costs are achieved and the casing may be removed later

if so desired. Standard shot perforation is currently the technique
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most often used to complete in coal and any adjacent strata which might 

produce.

Stimulation

In order to increase the coal seam permeability it may be desirable 

to fracture the formation. Hydraulic stimulation is the most common 

technique used today. Hydraulic stimulation increases flow by creating 

or propagating fractures through the injection of fluid into the forma

tion at pressures greater than reservoir pressure. The fluid used is 

typically a gelled water mixture which will break down after a few 

hours so that it can be removed from the formation. In the case of 

low reservoir pressures (as in coalbed methane wells) the well must 

be swabbed in order to retrieve the fracture fluid. A propping agent 

(commonly sieved sand) is often injected with the gel in order to hold 

the fractures open once the pressure is released. C. H. Elder and 

Maurice Deul of the Pittsburgh Mining and Safety Research Center, 

Pittsburgh, PA report the following concerning hydraulic fracturing 

and fracture orientation in coals in their U.S.B.M. publication RI 8047 

(1975).

"The hydraulically induced parting should be con
tained within the coalbed, and its orientation should 
be vertical and may follow the direction of the major 
cleat or joints. Hubbert and Willis (Hubbert, 1957) 
state that hydraulically induced fractures should form 
approximately perpendicular to the least principal stress 
and that in tectonically relaxed areas the least stress 
will be approximately horizontal; therefore, the frac
ture would be oriented vertically. They state further 
that not only will the fractures be vertical, but they 
also should have roughly the same direction of strike
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in all boreholes treated within the immediate area. Fraser 
and Pettit (Fraser, 1962), from a field test in the Howard 
Glasscock field in Howard County, TX, where impression 
packer tests were run, concluded that the fractures are 
vertical even at very shallow depths and that the theoret
ical relationships between tectonic stress conditions, 
fracture type, and orientation are valid in their test 
area. Daneshy (Daneshy, 1971) deduces from his study 
that in practice, the well bore may contain discontinui
ties in the form of preexisting cracks (cleat and joints 
in coal) and bedding planes, that such features will lo
cally change the stress distribution in their vicinity, 
and that they are likely placed for fracture orientation. 
Harrison and Kieschnick (Harrison, 1954) conclude from their 
studies that where a consolidated sand is bounded by non- 
brittle shales the vertical extent of the fractures would 
be limited by the shales; in west Texas relatively low 
horizontal compressive stresses and already existing frac
tures offered relatively little resistance to fracture 
induction and extension."

Many fracture programs have resulted in substantial increases in 

gas production (Elder, 1975 and others), however, there have been pro

grams which produced little or no increase in production. This may be 

attributable to coal fines that are generated during the fracturing 

process, formation retention of fracture fluids or closure of fractures 

about the propant material. There is still a great need for further 

research on this subject. Experiments including slow burning explos

ive fracturing, and various types of propants along with other tech

niques and materials might eliminate fracturing problems.

In recent years foam has been used as a fracture fluid rather than 

gelled water and found to give comparable or better results in low 

permeability, low bottom hole pressure jobs in several side-by-side 

comparisons (Gaydos, 1980).
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Foam fracturing has been used successfully in both Devonian shales 

and coal seams. The major advantage of a foam (a mixture of a gas and 

liquid phase with a surfactant) is its fluid recovery efficiency. Be

cause of the compressible nature of the foam, as the pressure is re

leased gas expansion helps drive the fluids back to the well bore 

(Gaydos, 1980) .
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RESERVOIR MODEL

To re late the geotechnical and production aspects of a coal gas 

reservoir a reservoir model was required. Research involving coal 

reservoir engineering, while currently accelerating, has been limited 

and consequently there are few models currently available.

The model used in this analysis was developed under DOE contract 

by INTERCOMP Resource Development and Engineering, Inc. The model 

mathematically simulates coalbed production over a ten year "test" 

period from given geological and physical properties associated with 

the reservoir. The result of the simulator is the expected production 

history of the well (a decline curve). Because one of the objectives 

of the INTERCOMP model was to produce a numerical value which could be 

used to compare production from various wells, the term phi (0 ) was 

introduced to present the decline curve. Phi is defined as one-fourth 

the cumulative, ten year discounted production, or

* ' H z  t c r i r i ” ]

where

n = test period (10 years), 
i = discount factor (15%) and 
Prodn = production during year n.

The term 1 discounts the production value by i% over n years
(1 + i)n

and the ^ term is needed to allow INTERCOMP to make the assumption that 

the well will produce uniformly from all sides (see assumption. 5).
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Distributions for each of the inputs were chosen and are presented 

in Appendix 1. From these distributions, a set of values for each 

variable was chosen and 456 model runs were completed. The results 

and inputs were then tabulated and several regression equations were 

fitted to the data which can, in turn, be used to approximate (j>. This
, Apredicted value of <p is identified as (p.

Simulator Development

In their computer simulation, INTERCOMP identified, and accounted 

for, thirteen variables which affect production of methane from coal. 

They are:

1 — Thickness

2 - Permeability

3 - Pressure

4 - Relative Permeability

5 - Fracture Length

6 - Fracture Conductivity

7 - Gas Content

8 - Sorption Parameter

9 - Porosity

10 - Gas Composition

11 - Water Characteristics

12 - Capillary Pressure

13 — Reservoir Size and Geometry

After evaluating these thirteen variables, INTERCOMP concluded that not
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all of them were needed to predict (j> to within the desired level of con

fidence. Accordingly the list was reduced to seven, assumingly inde

pendent, variables:

1 - Thickness (T)

2 - Pressure (p)

3 - Permeability (k)

4 - Relative Permeability (kr)

5 - Gas Content (c )g
6 - Fracture Length (F^)

7 - Fracture Conductivity (Fc) •

In order to further reduce the number of variables in their equa

tions, thickness was normalized to 10 feet. This was done because it 

is assumed that thickness is directly proportional to 0.

By combining Ficks Law, Darcy’s Flow equations and the following, 

capillary pressure and saturation equations, INTERCOMP was able to 

mathematically simulate coal gas production:

1  =  S +  S , w g

where S = water saturation and w
S = gas saturation g

and

P = P + P > g w c

where p = pressure of gas, g
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= pressure of water and 

Pc = capillary pressure.

The other assumptions on which the simulator is based are as follows:

1. The diffusion process through coal can be represented by diffusion 

through spherical shaped, uniform particles. Laboratory exper

iments have indicated that this is probably a good assumption. 

Furthermore, calculations using cubic or parallel pipe shaped 

matrices yielded virtually the same results.

2. The diffusion coefficient (D) is constant. The diffusion coef

ficient is a function of pressure, the matrix, the gas and temp

erature, however, changes in D as a result of changes in pressure 

can be assumed negligable in the reservoir situations encountered. 

Characteristics of the matrix and gas can also be assumed constant 

over the reservoir. Therefore temperature will be the most

influencial factor in the diffusion equation. It must then be 

assumed that temperature also does not vary appreciably over the 

reservoir; which probably is a valid assumption.

3. The post diffusion flow can be represented by Darcy's Flow 

equation. This will be true given that the fracture or cleat 

spacing in the coal is small relative to its thickness, which 

appears to be true for all producable coals.

4. Vertical wells are used. In most all cases of unminable coalbed 

methane drainage, it is anticipated that vertical wells will be 

used because of their low cost relative to directional wells.
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5. There is symmetry around the well. By making this assumption it 

has allowed INTERCOMP to predict production for only one-fourth 

of the well. This assumption is commonly made in reservoir 

models and simplifies the analysis considerably. If there was a 

discrepancy in this assumption there would be no way of knowing 

it until the well was produced and even during production it 

might never become evident.

6 . The hydrostatic head in the well bore at the horizon of coal gas 

production can be kept at zero. When producing from seams which 

are saturated with water this has presented some problem. Some 

operators have attempted to use downhole pumps and interval pump

ing cycles (i.e., 5 minutes per hour). This presented problems 

due to varying flow rates from the seam. If the pump runs dry, 

and continues to pump, the motor might burn out. On the other 

hand, if the pump does not run long enough the hydrostatic head 

will build up and thus inhibit production. This problem is some

thing that can be resolved however by using a float switching 

mechanism or, in wells that are easily accessible, increased 

monitoring by the operator, or by using surface pumping equipment 

(pump jacks).

7. Each well is assumed to be completed in an infinite acting, 

relatively flat lying coal seam. This assumption is valid 

because the INTERCOMP model was developed to predict only a ten 

year production. By making this assumption the significance of
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the influence of the initial gas content of the seam to the 

production will probably be less than its true value. This is 

because the initial gas content of the seam will also be infi

nite. During the total production history of the well, the 

initial gas content may be of greater importance than reflected by 

the simulator results. This is discussed in greater detail later 

in this report.

8 . All the variables which are contained in the regression equation 

(permeability, relative permeability, pressure, gas content, 

fracture length and conductivity) are assumed independent. This 

assumption is also discussed later in this report.

9. All the gas produced is 100% methane.

The resulting model is a complex set of mathematical simulations 

using cartesian coordinates and accounting for desorption and flow in 

all directions and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Simulator Results

Each of the most influencial variables selected were assigned 

distributions from which several representive values were chosen.

These distributions along with that of the results are shown in 

Appendix I. The variables used are permeability, k, relative per

meability, k^, pressure, p, fracture length, F^, fracture conductivity,

Fc » and gas content, c^. The reservoir model was run using various
Acombinations of the anticipated variable values and <p was calculated 

for each run. The results were regressed and equations, which are
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shown in Tables 8 and 9, were selected to represent the data. The 

dependent variable <f> was chosen to represent the predicted value of 

<() from these equations.

The module types used by INTERCOMP are defined as follows:

Module I - Assumes a conventional oil and gas well is temporily made 

available to test.

Module II - Assumes a well ready for abandonment.

Module III - Assumes drilling of a well for the specific purpose of 

producing gas from coal.

Module V - Assumes drilling two observation wells in conjunction with 

a type II or III well.

The analysis in this report considers only natural production and 

only wells drilled specifically for coal degasification (Table 8 , 
Module III).

Interpretation of Simulator Results and Regression Equations

The first and most obvious conclusion to be made from the regres-
Asion equations is that the sensitivity of 0  to each independent 

variable is a function of the other variables in the regression
Aequation. In other words the change in 0 due to a change in any

one of the variables is also related to the values of the remaining

factors. Thus the sensitivity of $  to each factor cannot be calculated

without specifying values for the other variables.

The fact that for natural production the initial gas content of
Athe seam appears to have the least influence on the value of <p should
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Table 8 . Variables used and regression equations 
for natural production.

Module Variables Used

k, P» c

II k, p, k

III k, p, kr, cg

XI, III, V k, p, kr , cg

Resulting Regression Equation

l n $ =  2.821 + 0.749 Ink +
0.552 lnp + 0.451 Inc g

In# =-1.7'15 + 0.821 Ink +
1.219 lnp + 2.951 Ink

ln$>= -1.668 + 0.819 Ink +
1.087 lnp + 2.928 Ink +
0.461 Inc rg

l n 0 =  -1.508 + 0.850 Ink +
1.046 lnp + 3.029 Ink +
0.467 Inc rg
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Table 9. Variables used and regression equations 
for stimulated production.

Module Variables Used Resulting Regression Equation

I  k, p, c l n 0 =  4.246 + .435 Ink +
^ .650 lnp +

.673 Incg
A

I I I  k, p, F_, F , In 0 =  -1.05 + .422 Ink +
c .644 lnp + .399 InF +

Cg .251 InF + .666 Ince g

I I  k, p, F_, F l n $ =  -1.929 + .425 Ink +1 ’ c .784 lnp + .446 InF.. + 
.330 InFc

III & V k, p, k^, F l n $  = -2.206 + .460 Ink + 
.704 lnp + 1.91 Ink +
.370 lnF^ + .286 InF

II & V AIn 0  = -2.944 + .464 Ink + 
.813 lnp + 2.044 Ink
.404 lnFx + 347 InF
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raise questions to the real world applicability of this simulator. As 

briefly discussed earlier, the reason the simulator produces that 

result stems from the assumption that the reservoir is infinite.

As long as the total gas produced in ten years is small in 

comparison to the total producable gas in the drainage area of the 

well, the total gas content should have little affect upon production. 

Since the assumed drainage radius for each well is infinite, the total 

initial gas content must also be infinite; thus, the initial gas volume 

per unit of coal would not be a significant factor in the production 

estimate.
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ECONOMIC MODEL GENERIC DEVELOPMENT

Estimation of Gross Profit

The gross profit (T ) of any venture can be written as

7  =  p w r  -  p w c

where PW = present worth of the revenues and K
PW = present worth of the cost.

v

For our interests, the equation can be written in terms of yearly pro

ductions and costs as follows:

m m

7 = 2  [1/(1 + i)D] - Z  cn [1/(1 + i)I1]
n=l n=l

where Pr^ = selling price of gas in year n,

Prod^ = production during year n,

C^ = cost incurred in year n, 

i = annual discount rate (%) and 

m = evaluation life (years).

A
The reservoir simulator result, 0, <j> and annual productions are 

related as follows:

2  (Prodn) [1/(1 + i)n ] = 4 0  = .

n=l

Assuming a constant selling price over a ten year evaluation life, 

an expression for T  in terms of 0  can be written:
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7 “ (Pr) (T/10) - V  C [1/(1 + i)n ]
n=l

where T * coal seam thickness and
A0 is calculated using one of the regression equations in Table 8 

or 9.

Knowing the geologic conditions and predicting the costs borne in 

order to produce the gas, an estimate of the gross profit, T  , can be 

calculated.

Confidence in

Calculating the accuracy of the T  estimate is beyond the scope of 

the case study presented. However, certain qualitative conclusions re

garding the accuracy of T  can be made.

It is easy to see that, of the two major portions of the model, 

revenues (production) and costs, the revenues are probably the least 

accurate. -The production is estimated using emperical equations 

derived from scientific observations and beliefs of complex geologic 

phenomenum, while the cost function is calculated from actual costs 

associated with given physical constraints. Consequently, efforts could 

be made to improve the model by evaluating the accuracy of the reservoir 

simulator.

Sensitivity of T

The sensitivity of 7 to a particular parameter can be expressed as 

the rate of change of T  with respect to each independent variable: the
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partial differential. The partial differential, , is commonly

used in this type of comparitive-static, multivariable analysis to 

determine the influence of the exogenous variable x upon the function 

7. It can be thought of as the change in 7 over a corresponding 

change in x, or the slope of the function.

Starting from the previously developed equation

7 = (.4)(Pr)(T)$ - CT

10
where CT = Cn [1/(1 + i)n ],

n=l

The sensitivities of 7 with respect to each variable are calculated in 
Appendix III and presented in Table 10. Using the desired regression

Aequation (from Table 8 or 9) to calculate 0 and evaluating the cost 
function, C^, the expression can be solved.

Confidence in 7 Sensitivities
It is important to note that the sensitivities, ^ ~  ■ , are validd 7-

only at the particular point for which they are evaluated, and, the 

further away from that point you try to predict, the greater chance 

there is of decreasing the accuracy of the prediction. For illustration 

purposes consider Figure 12. Assume the curved line is the plot of 7 
versus x and thus tangent at point A (the slope at that point) is —5—7 . 

If, for example, it is desired to calculate the change in 7  given a 

change in x of, A x  it can easily be seen that the larger change, A x ^  

would result in a much larger error of estimation of the true 7  than
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Table 10. Sensitivities of y to each variable

Depth

Thickness |*-(0.4)(Pr)$-|£

Permeability 3X
8k (0.4)(Pr)(T) |f

Gas Content f f  = (0.4)(Pr)'(T) f f
g g

Relative Permeability |f—  = (0.4) (Pr)(T) ^

8y _ 8^T
Distance to Pipeline 8d ~ 8d

Operating Cost 8y
8Com 8Com

f* = (0.4)(Pr)(T)

Pr fppr = (0.4) (T) (?)
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A X

AX:

Figure 6: PLOT OF7 VS X
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the smaller change AX,. Thus if it is desired to use the sensitivity to 

calculate the change that would occur in 7  given a change,Ax, that 

change should be kept to a minimum.

Elasticity of 7
Because the sensitivities of 7 to the various parameters are in 

different terms, i.e., $/millidarcies, $/feet, etc., the results can 

not be directly compared. Therefore the percent change in 7 over the 

percent change in the variable (again at a particular point) is calcu-
37 %lated. The term used for this analysis is, 1 ̂ “ ~y, and is commonly
0% 7

referred to as point elasticity. It reflects the influence the inde

pendent variable x has upon 7  and point elasticities can be inter-
37 %compared. The value of the function * y  is the percentage change 

that would occur in y  given a one percent increase in x.

Confidence in 7 Elasticities

The point elasticity of 7 are just that, point elasticities. The 

same holds true for the elasticities as did for the sensitivities; the 

value is only truely accurate at a particular point and the further 

from that point you try to predict, the greater the change of increas

ing the error of estimation.
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CASE STUDY

Three cases are developed for which the geologic parameters and 

predicted production are shown in Table 11. The cases reflect relative

ly good geologic characteristics because it is assumed that these type 

deposits will be the first to be produced and thus of the most interest 

currently.

The case study assumes that a naturally produced well, drilled for 

the sole purpose of coal seam production (Module III) is completed 

under the following assumptions.

Only the major expenses are considered in the analysis, 

i.e., drilling, completing, testing, and pipeline costs.

If the influence of y  to these variables were more 

significant, a more detailed cost breakdown could be 

made. Appendix II contains an estimation of the weights 

of various costs associated with drilling a conventional 

oil and gas well.

Drilling can be done with truck-mounted rigs which 

require a minimum of site preparation as well as 

minimizes site and road damage.

The well is drilled using water as the drilling medium.

All logging and perforating costs are calculated using 

Dresser Atlas Rocky Mountain Price Schedule, 1979.

All cementing and DST services are priced from 

Halliburton 1980 price book.
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Both Halliburton and Dresser Atlas bases are located 

100 miles from the well location.

The hole diameter is 7 7/8".

Casing is 5 1/2" diameter and is purchased 400 miles 

from location.

Pipeline distance is one half mile.

Rig time with the drilling unit costs $125/hour.

A completion/workover rig is used to log and com

plete. Rig time is $60/hour.

The initial reservoir pressure is hydrostatic or 

the pressure gradient is 0.4 lbs/ft.

The selling price of gas is $3.50/Mcf.

Evaluating 0 and Its Sensitivity

Because the well is drilled exclusively for coal seam production,

0  will be estimated by using the regression equation of ^  for a Type III

well (see Table 8) or

2  , -1.668W 1  0.819w  1.087W1 2.928w  0.461.0 = (e )(k ) (p ) (k )(c )O
Expressing the pressure in terms of a hydrostic pressure gradient (g)

Aand depth (h) the expression for 0  becomes

2  , -1.668. .. 0.819. f 1.087 2.928w  0.461.0 = (e ) (k ) (gh) (kr ) (Cg )

A 30Now the sensitivities of 0  to each variable ( ) ara calculated

and are presented in Table 12.
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A
Table 12. Sensitivity of 0 with respect to each variable.

d $  , / 1.087. ,,0.087., -1.668W 1  0.819.,, 2.928w  0.461.= 1.087 (g ) (h ) (e ) (k ) (k )(c )O n  r g
A

30 n  ,£L-i , -0.539. , -1.668. , ,.1.087 ,,0.819.,. 2.928.TTc = 0.461 (c ) (e ) (gh) (k ) (k )
° g S r
AM n oio n.-°*181w  -1.668. . , . 1.087 , 0.461.,, 2.928.= 0.819 (k )(e )(gh) (c )(k )Ok g r

# =  2.928 (k l-928)(e-1.668)(gh)1.087 (c 0.461)(k0.819) 
Okr r S
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Evaluating C^,

To calculate the elasticity (and sensitivity)of T, the cost

function CT is written in terms of its variables. All the costs are

assumed to be incurred in year one except the cost of operation

and maintenance (c ) which is incurred in each year of theom J

evaluation life. The cost breakdown for each case is presented in the 

following pages and the resulting Ĉ , functions are shown in Table 13.

Using the cost indices presented in Appendix II, the following cost 

scheme was developed.

Case I

#  Drilling - $10.50/foot

0  Open hole logging

Induction and Gamma Ray in 33$/foot 
TD to surface out 28c/foot

Compensated Densilog-Caliper, in 61c/foot
Compensated Neutron and Gamma Ray out $1120 (min. charge)

Rig Time (8 hours) $1000

Setup charge $650

IPC (instrument protection charge) $45

Total open hole logging cost $1.22/foot + $2815

•  DST
Transportation charge 75c/mile (one-way)

Test charge $777

Rig Time (4 hours) $500

Total DST cost (assuming 100 miles from base) $1352
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Table 13. Total cost functions (C^) for each case studied.

Case Total Cost Function* Total Cost*

I 19.02h + 10,677 + 75.6T + 18000d + 600 (5.019)* 81,260

II 19.02h + 11,466 + 97.8T + 18000d + 600 (5.019)* 135,752

III 19.02h + 11,191 + 96.4T + 18000d + 600 (5.019)* 104,050

*5.019 is value of [(1 + i)n - l]/[i (1 + i)n ] where n = 10 years and 
i = 15%. This function transforms a series of annuities to a present 
worth lump sum.

+Units are discounted dollars.
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0  Coring

$50/foot assuming thickness plus 10 feet core 

Total coring cost $5Q(T + 10)

#  Casing

5 1/2" API prime casing $7/foot 

Transportation charge $2/loaded mile 

Rig time (8 hours) $1000

Total casing charge (assuming 400 mile travel) $7/ft + $1800

#  Cementing

Transportation charge $2/mile 

Job charge $1174

Cement charge (500 ft fill up 4- 20% excess) 100 sacks 

50/50 phos mix 2% $3.93/sack

Plug $30 

Shoe $40

Centralizers (4) $164

Thread lock $10

Rig time (4 hours) $500

Total cementing cost (assuming 100 miles from base) $2518

#  Cased hole logging

Cement bond and Gamma Ray in 30d/ft
TD to top cement (500 ft) out $580 (min. charge)

Set up $650

• Rig time (4 hours) $240

IPC $35
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Total cased hole logging cost $0.3/ft 4- $1505

#  Perforation

Retrievable hollow carrier

Shaped charge

2 holes/foot
20 feet of perforation

$420 for first ten holes 
$12.80/hole > 1 0

Rig time (2 hours) $120 
Total perforating cost $540 4- (2T-10)$12.80

#  Pipeline

3" pipeline @ $6000/mile-inch diameter

Total pipeline cost $18000 d where d is the distance to 

commercial hookup in miles

#  Operation and Maintenance 

Yearly costs $600

0  Total Cost

19.02h + 10,677 + 75.6T + 18000d + 600 (5.019^

Case II 

0  Drilling $10.5/foot

#  Open hole logging

Induction and Gamma Ray in 33c/foot
TD to surface out 28c/foot

Compensated Densilog-Caliper in 61c/foot
Compensated Neutron and Gamma Ray out $1120 (min. charge) 
TD to minimum depth

Rig time (8 hours) $1000
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Setup charge $650 

IPC $45

Total open hole logging cost $1.22/foot + $2815

#  DST

Transportation charge 75<?/mile

Test charge $969

Rig time (4 hours) $500

Total DST cost (assuming 100 miles from base) $1544

#  Coring 

$50/foot

Total coring cost $50(T + 10)

0  Casing

5 1/2" API prime $7/foot 

Transportation charge $2/loaded mile 

Rig time (8 hours) $1000

Total casing charge (assuming 400 mile travel) $7/ft + $1800

#  Cementing

Transportation charge $2/mile 

Job charge $1437

Cement charge (500 ft fill up + 20% excess)

50/50 Phos mix 2% $3.93/sack 100 sacks 

Plug $30 

Shoe $40

Centralizers (4) $164
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Thread lock $10

Rig time (4 hours) $500

Total cementing cost (assuming 100 miles from base) $2781

0 Cased hole logging

Cement bond and Gamma Ray Log in 30d/ft
TD to top of cement (500 ft) out $580 (min. charge)

Setup $650

Rig time (4 hours) $240 

IPC $35

Total cased hole logging cost $0.3/ft + $1505 

0 Perforation

Retrievable hollow carrier 

Shaped charge

2 holes/ft
15 ft of perforation

$640 for first 10 holes 
$23.90/hole >10

Rig time (2 hours) $120

Total perforating cost $760 + $23.9(2T-10)

0  Pipeline

3" pipeline @ $6000/mile-inch diameter

Total pipeline cost $18000 d where d is the distance to 

commercial hookup in miles 

0 Operation and Maintenance 
Yearly costs $600 

0 Total cost
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19.02h + 97.8T + 11466 + 18000d+ 600(5.019)

Case III 

0  Drilling $10.5/ft

#  Open hole logging

Induction and Gamma Ray in 33c/foot 
TD to surface out 28<?/foot

Compensated Density in 61c/foot
Compensated Neutron and Gamma Ray out $1120 (min. charge) 
TD to minimum depth

Rig time (8 hours) $1000

Setup charge $640

IPC $45

Total open hole logging cost $1.22/foot 4- $2815

#  DST

Transportation charge 75c/mile

Test charge $890

Rig time (4 hours) $500

Total DST cost (assuming 100 miles from base) $1465

#  Coring 

$50/ft

Total coring cost (T + 10)$50

#  Casing

5 1/2" API prime $7/foot 

Transportation charge $2/loaded mile 

Rig time (8 hours) $1000
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Total casing charge (assuming 400 mile travel) $7/ft + $1800 

0  Cementing

Transportation charge $2/mile 

Job charge $1295

Cement charge (500 feet fill up + 20% excess)

50/50 Phos mix 2% $3.93/sack 100 sacks

Plug $30 

Shoe $40

Centralizers (4) $164

Thread lock $10

Rig time (4 hours) $500

Total cementing cost (assuming 100 miles from base) $2639

#  Cased hole logging

Cement bond and Gamma Ray Log in 30c/ft
TD to top of cement (500 ft) out $580 (min. charge)

Set up $650

Rig time (4 hours) $240 

IPC $35
Total cased hole logging cost $0.3/ft + $1505 

0  Perforation

Retrievable hollow carrier 

Shaped charge

2 holes/ft
15 feet of perforation 

$580 for first 10 holes
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$23.30/holes >10 

Rig time (2 hours) $120 

Total perforating cost $700 + $23.3(2T-10)

♦  Pipeline

3" pipeline @ $6000/mile-inch diameter 

Total pipeline cost $18000 d where d is the distance to 

commercial hookup in miles 

Q  Operation and Maintenance 

Yearly costs $600

#  Total cost

19.02h + 96.4T + 11,191 -I- 18000d + 600(5.019)

Results

In order to compare the economics of the three cases presented, the
Avalues of the regression estimate , 0 , the discounted production, gross 

profit, and gross profit/cost and revenue/cost ratios were calculated 

and are presented in Table 14. It becomes obvious from Table 14 that 

Case I is economically more attractive than Cases II or III.

To determine the importance of each variable in the gross profit 

equation the 7  elasticities were calculated and are presented in 

Table 15.

The value of the elasticities, • - y -  , are the percentage change 

in 7  that would occur if the variable is increased 1 percent. Thus 

the smaller the value that term the less influencial the variable is 

upon 7  • These terms are ranked for each case with regard to the
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variables influence upon 7  in Table 16.

In the cases studied the least influencial of the parameters were

the $600 annual operational and maintenance costs and the $18,000/mile

pipeline cost in that order. The sensitivity of the gross profit to

these variables is two or more order of magnitudes less than that of the

remaining variables. In all three cases relative permeability (k ) was

the most influencial.

The relationship between the elasticities of 7  to c , k , and kg r 9
i i r i / 9 7  k \ • ( 9 7  cg\remains constant for each case, i.e., ( ♦ ~zt~ I ~  1-sr • aTJ _ =v 3 k  7  OCp 7  Case I

This is because none of these variables

are assumed to influence the cost function.
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0 7  ^
Table 16. Ranking of elasticities, ~ y ~  ^°r eac^ variable and case

Case I Case II Case III

Least Influencial C C Com om om

c c c8 g g
k h h

T, $ ,  Pr k k

h T T

A  AMost Influencial k 0, Pr (j>, Prr
k kr r
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following interpretations and recommendations can be concluded 

from this effort.

#  From an exploration point of view the results of these 

case studies indicate that the geologic parameters are 

the key factors in determining the gross profitability.

Of these factors the initial gas content was the least 

significant. (As mentioned earlier, this is due to 

the reservoir model assumptions.) Thus, key tools that 

would assist in coal gas exploration might be relative 

permeability, permeability and thickness maps along 

with corresponding coal depths.

#  Because the relative permeability is the most influen

cial of the parameters an attempt should be made to 

better quantify this term. Attempts should be made

to measure the relative permeability of coal to gas

for several type coals. Once the relationship between

rank, water saturation and K are known, the value ofr
relative permeability could be more accurately pre

dicted and thus the error of estimating 0  will be 

greatly reduced.

%  By developing coal gas reservoirs which do not contain 

high water saturations the relative permeability of 

the reservoir to the gas will be increased. Thus,
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coals with low anticipated water saturations should be 

considered advantageous.

#  Since the formation’s permeability will be influen- 

cial in the well’s production behavior and since 

fracture jobs have been typically less than satis

factory, areas with high natural permeabilities 

should be favored. Zones which have undergone com- 

pressional and especially tensil force should be target

ed (structural highs).

#  Because of coal’s brittle nature (most coal has a 

Poisson’s ratio approximately twice that of most 

conventional oil sand reservoirs, 0.4 to 0.5 compared 

to 0.2 to 0.25) even small folds could increase 

reservoir permeabilities significantly. Such an 

increase in permeability could increase both the 

diffusion process by shortening the distance through 

which the molecules must diffuse by increasing the 

number of available paths, as well as increase the 

flow within the fractures.

#  Expenditures (even that of a $18,000/mile pipeline) 

were relatively insignificant in the cases studied.

For this reason, and the fact that there is still much 

to be learned about coal gas production, as much in

formation as possible should be collected from each well.



The same type evaluation could be done for stimulated
A

production by using the (f) equation for stimulated pro

duction (Table 9) .

Actual cases can and should be run and a comparison 
A

made of both ( p to the real production and 7 to the 
real gross profit.

3 7 XA computer could be used to evaluate t  for aOX 7
range of variables holding all others constant. This 

would provide a better understanding of the relation

ship between 7  and the parameters.

The value of 7 could be used to rank various deposits 
in terms of potential profitability.

7  can be calculated to any level of accuracy given 

a truly accurate reservoir model.

If this type of analysis is desired, further efforts 

should concentrate on developing and providing an 

accurate reservoir model. Because the economics 

depend heavily upon the relationship of the geologic 

parameters in the reservoir model, and because the 

model used is designed for a ten year test life, 

further efforts should be directed toward evaluating 

and, hopefully, improving this model. An attempt should 

also be made to predict longer production histories.
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Appendix I
/v

Distribution of geologic parameters used to calculate (j) .
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10.
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Figure 14.
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Appendix II

Drilling Cost Indicies (Used to "zero in" on major drilling
costs).
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Wei ght 
1974

% Increase 
74-79

Weight (74) 
% Increase

Weighl
1979

Drill Cont. 36.6 126.2 82.8 43.7
Rd & Site 4.1 55.8 6.4 3.4
Trans. 3.9 42.6 5.6 3.0
Fuel 1.1 48.5 1.6 0.8
Mud 6.9 97.9 13.6 7.2
Monitor 1.2 81.1 2.2 1.2
Phys. Test 0.7 87.4 1.3 0.7
Logs 3.2 93.4 6.2 3.3
Di rectional 0.6 61.8 1.0 0.5
Perforate 1.1 73.6 2.0 1.1
Fm. Treat. 3.0 67.5 5.0 2.6
Cement 3.7 65.0 6.1 3.2
Casi ng 17.5 55.7 27.2 14.4
Case Hrolwr. 0.7 55.7 1.1 0.6
Spc. Tools 3.1 69.5 5.3 2.8
Bits 1.6 82.2 2.9 * 1.5
Wei 1 head 1.8 111.6 3.8 2.0
Other Equipment 2.0 83.5 3.7 2.0
Plug 0.5 51.3 0.8 0.4
Sup. & Oh. 2.1 60.2 3.4 1.8
Other 4.6 53.6 7.1 3.8

100% 189.1 100.0
Overall % increase in drilling costs 1974- 1979 - 77.3%.
Sources: Weights from IPAA Cost Study Committee Survey of distribution

of expenditures in drilling and equipping wells in 1974. Index 
of payments to drilling contractors from IPAA Annual Survey. 
Price indices from Bureau of Labor Statistics and other 
government publications and data provided PIAA Cost Study 
Committee by service and equipment companies, 1979.
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Appendix III

Intermediate results used to calculate Gross Profit 
Elasticity.
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dtp d<p rUdh 9k BCg 9kr Y

I 9.91 2.24x10 3 1.39x10 3 5.34xlOu 2.53x10“* 6.27x10 5
II 2.33 1.89xl03 337 3.38x104 1.07x10“* 1.03xl05
III 4.52 1.43x10^ 537 2.56x1 1.61x10“* 1.21xl05

By 9y ir_ 3y I X  8y
9h 9T 3cg 9k 3kr a* 9d 9com

I 25.8 3.53x10^ 3.89X1014 6.27x10^ 1.49x10s 28 -18000 -
I I . 29.9 1.49x10^ 7.08x10 3 3.97x10^ 7.10xl05 21 -18000 -,
Ill 44.3 2.24x10^ 7.52x10 3 2JD0xl 0 5 3.58x10s 14 -18000 -

rll.Jli r Lah y L!x. In9h y 9k y
j-9y . i t - i
okr y J

r^Y.^i r3y d-r p3y .com-t 
9<}> Y 3c1’y l 3Com y

I 1 . 2 3 1 . 1 3
>

0 . 5 6 4 o o 3 . 5 6 1 . 1 3  - 1 . 44xl0-2 -4.80xl0"3
II 1 . 5 7 2 . 1 7 1 . 0 9 1 . 9 3 6 . 8 9 2.18 -8.74xl0-2 -2.92xl0-2
III 1 . 5 4 1 . 8 5 0 . 9 3 2 1 . 6 5 5 . 9 2 1 . 8 6  - 7 . 4 4 x 1 0 - 2  - 2 . 4 9 x 1 0 - 2

Table 17. Intermediate values used to calculate 
gross profit elasticities.
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Generic
Y = (0.4)(Pr)(T)($) - CT - Cp(d) - Com [ •(1++ 1|)n~ h

Case I
Y = 0.4 (Pr)(T)(if) - 19.02h - 10.677 - 75.6T - Cp (d) - Com (5.019)

fft= 28 jft- 19.02

| *  = 1 .4if> - 75.6

 ̂Y — 2g ^  
3Cg 3Cg

 ̂Y _ on  ̂ft 
3k 28 3k

^Y — oo  ̂ft
3kr 3kr

U ’ 28

3Pr 8,<>

= -Co3d cp

|J—  = -5.0193com
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Case II

y  = 0.4 (Pr) (T) <f> -  19.02h - 11,466 - 97.8T - Cp(d) - com (5.019)

U - 21 If - 19-02

| ^  = 1.4(f> - 97.8

 ̂Y - p i ^^ 
9Cg 9Cg

3y _ on 3<|>
9k 9k

^Y — 2 1 ^  9 k r  9 k r

= 21d(p

9y = r ,  9Pr 64>

9y = _
9d C P

- = -5.019 9com
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Case III

y = (0.4)(Pr)(T)<j> - 19.02h - 11,191 - 96.4T - cp (d) - com (5.019)

! X  = 1 4  i i  . I g 02 3h 14 3h

| ^  = 1.4* - 96.4

9 X .  =  1 4  l i t3Cn 3C(

ix = 14 ii 3k 14 3k

JhL_ = 143kr 3kr

lx = 143<J)

- a m3Pr " 44>

IX = _ r 3d CP

= -5.0193com


